Raizer is a mobile lifting chair that helps people who have fallen on the floor to get up again in just a few minutes. Raizer can be operated by a single assistant and requires only limited physical effort beyond the help of a supportive hand.

My experience is that Raizer makes people who have suffered a fall feel safer.

– Homecare assistant

RAIZER®

by Liftup

Raizer is a mobile lifting chair that helps people who have fallen on the floor to get up again in just a few minutes. Raizer can be operated by a single assistant and requires only limited physical effort beyond the help of a supportive hand.
Raizer provides a safe and stable lift

- It can be operated by just one person.
- Raizer is battery-driven and lifts at the touch of a button.
- Ensures an ergonomically correct lift, avoiding overexertion of your back and arms.
- Helps someone who has suffered a fall to an almost standing position in just a few minutes.

Relieves stressful situations because people can be helped by an assistant in their own homes.
- You can quickly get on with your next task.
- A person who has suffered a fall can be assisted by sending a home help, thus avoiding calling the emergency services.
- No back strain for the carer or the person who has suffered the fall.
**Minimal manual handling**

- Easy to transport in two bags.
- Raizer can also be transported on a trolley, bicycle, or as a rucksack.
- Lifting using Raizer requires only a minimum of physical effort.
- Fast and easy assembly (3 min.) close to the person on the floor.
- Is easy to operate in a confined space inaccessible to traditional lifts.
- Raizer requires only minimal training.
- Raizer is easy to pack into a car, where it can also be charged.
- Easy to clean and disinfect.
AN EXCELLENT INVESTMENT, BOTH PRACTICAL AND ECONOMICAL

- The Raizer design has colour codes that ensure fast assembly and disassembly.
- Extra equipment such as a trolley (with stair wheels), a bike bracket and connectable remote control.
- Fast and easy disassembly and packing (2 min.).
- Can be used on all solid surfaces.
- Durable materials ensure a long lifetime.
- An excellent time-saving investment.

Contact your distributor for more information relevant to your situation and needs.
**Operational and technical specifications**

- Lifting capacity: max. 150 kg.
- Lifting time: 20-30 sec.
- Weight: 13 kg (Seat, 9 kg. Legs and back support, 4 kg).
- Charger (2 pcs.): 12V, 90-264V, < 20W and 12V car adapter.
- Number of lifts when fully charged: 40 at max load, approx 100 with an average load.
- Charging time: max. 6 hours.
- Charging of empty battery: 10-15 min. for a single lift.
- CE-mark.
- Patent pending.
- Registered design.
Equal opportunities for all

Liftup designs and develops welfare technology aids based on our values of dignity, safety and equal opportunity for all. As a professional helper, you will see that Raizer ensures stability and safety, and also helps you save time, maintain a healthy working posture, and protects you from overexertion.

At Liftup our principle is to work continually with the innovative development of welfare technology products. Liftup was founded in 2003, and is a wholly privately-owned Danish enterprise.

Aesthetics, design and safety are essential in everything we do within the field of welfare technology. We don’t make machines, we offer welfare aids that safeguard the dignity of their users.